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testing and introduction) 

Unit 1: Investigating Physical Properties of 
Matter 

Lesson  1 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

Process Standards: 5.1A, 5.1B, 5.2A, 5.2B, 5.2C, 5.2D, 5.2F, 5.2G, 5.3A, 5.4A,  

(1)  Scientific investigation and reasoning. The student conducts classroom and outdoor 
investigations following home and school safety procedures and environmentally appropriate 
and ethical practices. The student is expected to: 
 

(A)  Demonstrate safe practices and the use of safety equipment as outlined in Texas 
Education Agency-approved safety standards during classroom and outdoor 
investigations using safety equipment, including safety goggles or chemical splash 
goggles, as appropriate, and gloves, as appropriate.  
 
(B)  Make informed choices in the conservation, disposal, and recycling of materials. 

 
(2)  Scientific investigation and reasoning. The student uses scientific methods during 
laboratory and outdoor investigations. The student is expected to: 

 
(A)  Describe, plan, and implement simple experimental investigations testing one 
variable. 
 
(B)  Ask well defined questions, formulate testable hypotheses, and select and use 
appropriate equipment and technology. 
 
(C)  Collect and record information using detailed observations and accurate 
measuring. 
 
(D)  Analyze and interpret information to construct reasonable explanations from direct 
(observable) and indirect (inferred) evidence. 
 
(E)  demonstrate that repeated investigations may increase the reliability of results; 
 
(F)  Communicate valid conclusions in both written and verbal forms. 
 
(G)  Construct appropriate simple graphs, tables, maps, and charts using technology, 
including computers, to organize, examine, and evaluate information. 

 
(3)  Scientific investigation and reasoning. The student uses critical thinking and scientific 
problem solving to make informed decisions. The student is expected to: 

 
(A)  Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations by using evidence, logical 
reasoning, and experimental and observational testing. (B)  evaluate the accuracy of 
the information related to promotional materials for products and services such as 
nutritional labels; 

 
 (4)  Scientific investigation and reasoning. The student knows how to use a variety of tools and 
methods to conduct science inquiry. The student is expected to: 

 

https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218082
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218083
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218084
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218085
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218086
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218087
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218089
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218090
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218091
https://teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/Tools/Browse?StandardId=218094


(A)  Collect, record, and analyze information using tools, including calculators, 
microscopes, cameras, computers, hand lenses, metric rulers, Celsius thermometers, 
prisms, mirrors, balances, spring scales, graduated cylinders, beakers, hot 
plates, meter sticks, magnets, collecting nets, and notebooks; timing devices; and 
materials to support observations of habitats or organisms such as terrariums and 
aquariums. 

 
5.5 Matter and energy. The student knows that matter has measurable physical 
properties and those properties determine how matter is classified, changed, and used. 
The student is expected to: 

(A) Classify matter based on measurable, testable, and observable physical properties, 
including mass, magnetism, physical state (solid, liquid, and gas), relative density 
(sinking and floating using water as a reference point), solubility in water, and the 
ability to conduct or insulate thermal energy or electric energy.  Readiness Standard 
 
(B) Demonstrate that some mixtures maintain physical properties of their ingredients 
such as iron filings and sand and sand and water. 
 
(C) Identify changes that can occur in the physical properties of the ingredients of 
solutions such as dissolving salt in water or adding lemon juice to water. 
 

Review 3.5(C) Predict, observe, and record changes in the state of matter caused by heating 
or cooling such as ice becoming liquid water, condensation forming on the outside of a glass of 
ice water, or liquid water being heated to the point of becoming water vapor. 

ELPS.c.1E , ELPS.c.5G 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

• Scientists investigate the natural world in order to understand and explain its systems. 

• Scientific investigation is an orderly process to ensure that scientific claims are trustworthy. 

• Matter has measurable physical properties, and those properties determine how matter is 

classified, changed, and used. 

• Changes in water are caused by heating and cooling. 

Misconceptions • Students may think the physical property of an object changes with increased or decreased 
amounts of matter. 

• Students may think mass and volume, which both describe an "amount of matter", are the 
same property. 

• Students may think gases are not matter because most are invisible, rather than gases 
filling a space. 

• Students may think all metal objects are attracted to a magnet, rather than to iron, nickel, 
and cobalt. 

• Students may think a larger object has more mass (is heavier) than a smaller object, rather 
than some substances having more matter packed into a smaller space. 

• Students may think large objects always sink and small objects always float, rather than 
objects with a density less than water floating, and greater than water sinking. 

• Students may think a solid added to water disappears into the water, rather than 
understanding the solid dissolves in the water (is incorporated into the liquid). 

• Students may think mixtures and solutions are the same, rather than that solutions are a 
type of mixture. 

• Students may think that solutions are harder to separate than other mixtures, rather than 
the ease of separation of mixtures depends on the physical properties of the mixture and 
the tools available. 

• Students may think all solutions are composed of liquids, rather than a type of mixture in 
which the particles of one or more substances are uniformly dispersed, or spread out, 
throughout another substance. 

http://www.teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/0/118103/standard.ashx
http://www.teksresourcesystem.net/module/standards/0/118143/standard.ashx


• Students may think when a substance dissolves into a liquid, it disappears or becomes a 
permanent part of the liquid. 

• Students may not understand that dissolving is a different process than melting. 

Key Vocabulary  • Change – to become different 

• Classifications – groups of similar things based on characteristics or properties 

• Conductor – a substance or object that allows energy to flow through it easily 

• Constancy – staying the same; unchanging 

• Dissolving – the process by which substances break down into small pieces and spread 

evenly throughout a liquid (water)  

• Electrical energy – energy that is absorbed or delivered by an electric circuit 

• Environmentally appropriate practices – to cause no harm to the environment 

• Ethical practices – doing what is right 

• Gas – a state of matter in which the substance expands to take both the shape and the 

volume of its container 

• Insulator – a substance or object that does not allow energy to flow through it easily 

• Liquid – take the shape of their container, filling the bottom of the container first; has the 

ability to flow 

• Magnetism – a force of attraction that causes a magnetic material to move 

• Mass – the amount of matter in something 

• Matter – anything that has mass and takes up space 

• Melting / freezing point – the temperature at which a substance changes from a liquid to 

a solid or a solid to a liquid by the loss or addition of heat;  for water this temperature is 0°C 

• Metric system – the decimal measuring system based on the meter, liter, and gram as 

units of length, volume (capacity), and weight or mass 

• Mixture – a combination of two or more substances that can be easily separated in some 

physical way 

• Patterns – repeated sequence; arranged according to a rule or natural phenomenon; a 
trend in data; used to predict what comes next 

• Personal protective equipment (PPE) – equipment, such as goggles and gloves, used 
for protection in an investigation 

• Physical properties – properties of matter that can be observed, measured, or changed 

without changing the matter itself 

• Properties – characteristics of objects, organisms, or events 

• Relative density – floating or sinking when compared to water 

• Science – use of evidence to construct testable explanations and predictions of natural 
phenomena, as well as the knowledge generated through this process 

• Solid – definite shape and size 

• Solubility – the ability of a substance to dissolve in another substance, such as sugar 

dissolving in water 

• Solution – a type of mixture in which the particles of one or more substances are 

dissolved (uniformly dispersed throughout) in another substance 

• States of matter – the forms matter can take, such as solid, liquid, and gas; sometimes 

called phases of matter 

• System – a group of parts that work together 

• Thermal energy – energy related to the temperature of an object or a substance 

 

Related Vocabulary: 

• Attract 

• Chart 

• Classify 

• Data 

• Float 

• Gram 



• Magnet 

• Magnetic 

• Measure 

• Model 

• Nonmagnetic 

• Properties 

• Repel 

• Sink 

• Table 

• Triple beam balance 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1- 
Th 8/16  

Topic:  Teacher Introduction, and journals 
 
Objective:  Students will KNOW teacher expectations 
and set up their journals 
 
Engage  
Memes and the students have to guess the rule. 
Explain 

• Teacher will introduce themselves and use 
introduction power point, if applicable 

• Go over classroom expectations 

• Introduce Journals & their importance.  

• Show Noteworthy Notebooks PowerPoint & then 
start setting up journal.  

• Pass out safety contract & have students take 
home for signature 

Materials 

• Journals 

• Front Cover Labels 

• Safety Contract 
 
Resources 

• Rule Meme 

• Journal Ppt 

• Teacher Ppt-Indiv. 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary  
N/A 

Day 2 – 
F 8/17 

Topic: Lab safety and equipment 
 
Objective: Students will KNOW purpose of Safety 
Symbols & types of lab equipment & purpose. 
 
Engage 

• Safety Rap Song-You tube 

• Safety Video 
 
Explore/Explain 

• Safety Symbol Card Sort 
o Hand safety 
o Eye safety 
o Electrical safety 
o Chemical safety 
o Fire safety 
o Glass safety 
o Waste disposal 
o Clothing Safety 

 

• Safety Equipment-Demo & Explain 
o Fire extinguisher 
o Eye wash 
o Fire blanket 
o Goggles 
o Gloves 

Materials 

• Safety Symbol Card Sort 

• Safety Equipment 

• Lab Scenario Handout 
 
Resources 

• Safety Rap Song-You 
tube 

• Safety Video 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary  

• Safety Symbols 

• Safety Equipment 

https://myfiles.classlink.com/officeonline/U2FsdGVkX1810ZlDauIP%2BTMbxg78wpW9vZqqJ6%2FlJuQoL0ghMIUXi4WTFkBcbAO2KxIBeN%2FAyg6hVQvUtO2yYkTqzF4dzBAFLEmJ0v0992z1AleT0nwG1exct%2FN2w9QPgT1Ory7Zm4SK0ajbQR7LK7aF2R4G%2BULnzpiH5EdnKW%2FUCQv7PSAld056Mz7BZcKFbsAjXyZ9ipIEKhOnwDefN67zUPb7mQ7p3zDJB9zYQ9sO4GyK1EKDXofOlTuA24bfceyhIEXvh%2FYJ%2F1dHvW%2BO59k2gVtUcCVCuE2eFeyt9NCsGGprR%2B7fw5CSkrGArJWDLjVc3jCumKYvTnM3YcWQn6iUBQCg5l3FVV4Yjh5Q4dJ22Sh8bRZSdJJ5rk3DVqEYUuI274jVOYAqCBGL8XSkbz%2Be79H8ttKXYA0E%2F1%2FQYR225FDL8k3kMFd4VKh2KjITc1GRglLQsUIYvouMYTcm4akCHtNYTdl73u6d2c%2F06GFs8N5Hl9GEoyLIRsYQRpPKqusq59vy%2F3gH2vMNz9t6qzyT1AHSKndjy%2FNC8XMPpQbZfUSPmShxq7kTiiw5vjMlMfVOrLnwUfRaCTR4DPm6xbujp9rk4Gb%2FSM7w3iuKLSFhSiph5UTffDY37wtKjg9jZ3HOdcMy7vlaxFc%2BRwM5Xw%3D%3D
https://myfiles.classlink.com/officeonline/U2FsdGVkX1%2BX7EzgWhxLUww7Fcg8z4QtM7O3ertf1MeIl6BBPnv84dOfoM6soC8GSYoUWCog%2BQy3q8fGI3zYKnV1mcf5LMwv3zEsRvEZEmz0e45mq4FKtCp4uofTLGg%2Fq3tAxb38Z%2BB5zmrHZcMaIE1oHV9FyjT76Cz6tqzQ%2FsLpuYv5ule7qwWnOabXBv45jf7z9PU7xtmGqxH559QFLTt%2FFNQ8Wt7rzZrFn12dC9Twqkzwz5PIPHxtUmYZ6DbsM6ky%2BGG1u%2FAvbpIgnYqhN7uOsq%2FngopmYPpVJwMiqwquYPe0vfrJbbDy3y2NCyNFUcP2KkbeH317AGMlE55yobzXnpPhF0F93AmVMIJffXALOvZeBocWxyM8Gxe2oTq8KaftUolGgFZwidfLt6gJ1GCoiPCT0cHEWKAItLCbP3QokNbFy1xzCq%2BsqZq%2B1gX5IzH2RvkmFRQ9tTYkQalte%2FYtUeDHqy%2B7V8OJfd2fWEmcUrCgfgL8sNACJTgCGaAE1kH9kxqE0kMwnJCbMV%2B8nZPrRCrVwfLVmeKBv31A7QCQj2fly13L4CAgNTFU%2Bv%2Bjz3CYYDiVwPUwqqRlVngQplsZzviS2lw%2BTL1L9ez26rHJbEzwol8uxPzPmVtMVcvgBQqG%2FaYt28xWBmcEY%2FPdpXydqvpt4uUGGKjPFpgoZU5ENI1PQsThWdrO0qyxb8Uk
https://safeshare.tv/x/FeIcRztpNy
https://myfiles.classlink.com/officeonline/U2FsdGVkX1%2BmBS0noXv7UoiaKYDZCydO6MPSWCFTx62I21M2OvvfdK80W2qoNzoHN%2FsSwh25V4tNT3qgUrCAIhtGCq2AMDMfHNZrx%2FvZ6taQGtB7C6k3vN5Fs4tuLnncyuSoNTilZssiySBZL8JZfnMe8jfkSVuBuMcneF2OyuU2bdkxPctY%2FD0RnJlEPr%2B9QKeZpP23%2BmWKIt%2FJtjYG25WhrEikRhuwdEJ37imMgO9gHYw1ALNmMHUcghnlXMls15xrZ85tw%2Fi4NpdnJkpd9QrmcnBISc5JxsOYkgVTl1Swtv0GP3fSJQg7bz8kAc2S2k6Di5HVp1HNbWVmnG105cnJns%2F2fNwZ4tbPkdHbXRARgSqq7BWQ%2FzfhBO%2Fmlr3gAkVJ893lEksnCi3F747OKQTGavJTPdZ%2BoRHc38JGcWyhJUuliigfX6253wo5teCg5Di6yhoOMjC9alST%2BdgOfMvS8s%2Br8UKvu7Qle0%2FOj9ZAHIIwSJ%2BZ%2BsVw%2FS3xDjGdQOTWAVkVFvTHdhEgoe3yX4BqveBF4udO9a%2BX9v4H2Zp4ANFKKNMzDeIuF2ZtOPbLSwp4ikky4XDXzP11sRs6OZtqgzLAfZGb2Rfv2yb9dwXJ1I%2FZVdAeEwz%2FOhKWbmlJK3GZR3ZjMyx7sLdlAUSfIvtHZhRa1qkUREnyD66HSRjf7OQkZ5dnI0L78LyYgWu%2F


Closure 

• Lab Safety Scenario Handout 

Day 3 – 
M 8/19 

Topic: Basic Lab Equipment Introduction 
 
Objective: Students will IDENTIFY basic lab equipment 
and function. 
 
Explore 

• Lab Equipment Rotation 
o Station 1-Hand Lens 
o Station 2-Metric Ruler 
o Station 3- Thermometer 
o Station 4-Triple Beam Balance & Pan 

Balance 
o Station 5-Graduated Cylinder & Beaker 
o Station 6- Hot Plate 
o Station 7- Magnet 
o Station 8-Spring Scale 

Materials 

• Rotation Lab Handout 

• Lab Equipment 
 
Resources 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary  

• Lab Equipment 

• Mass 

• Force 

• Newton 

Day 4-  
Tu 8/20 

Topic: Variable Challenge Lab 
 
Objective: Students will IDENTIFY/INVESTIGATE 
variable and controls in an experiment 
 
Explore 

• Ball Variable Challenge Lab 
 
Explain: 
We will discuss the scientific method and complete a 
variable challenge. In the variable challenge, students 
will be given a “bad” (multiple variables) experiment. The 
experiment will change two variables instead of one. 
Teacher can use ramps & rulers “OR” meter sticks and 
balls, depending on equipment available. Students will 
then be given the opportunity to change the experiment. 
Teacher will guide this experiment, discussing variables, 
and how results are effected when variables are 
changed. Then discuss on how the experiment becomes 
more valid. 
 
Evaluate 

• Variable Challenge Quiz 

Materials 

• Meter stick, various 
bouncing balls, masking 
tape 
“OR” 

• Ramps (Books, rulers),  
ball(s) 

 
 
Resources 

• Variable Challenge Quiz 
 
Vocabulary 

• Variable 

• Control 

• Scientific Method 

Day 5 – 
W 8/21 

Topic: Physical Properties 
 
Objective: Students will understand the importance of 
physical properties & how physical properties are used to 
CLASSIFY objects and materials. 
 
Engage: Hot Pan Inference Demo 

• Put a hot pan (does not have to be hot for safety 
reasons) up front as demo 

• Have the following question up to have the 
students infer on the  properties of the hot pan 

o  What physical properties of the pan 
would be important to know before 
picking up the pan? 

Explain/Evaluate 

Materials 

• Pan with water 

• Hot plate (optional) 

• Bags for sorting 
(magnetic & nonmagnetic 
items) 

o Nail 
o Toothpick 
o Rubber band 
o Styrofoam 
o Foil 
o Eraser 
o Crayon 
o Paperclip 
o Key 

https://myfiles.classlink.com/officeonline/U2FsdGVkX1%2B1SyR2rn7dpqM5TQk23vPW5gCO%2Byks8KQHE6MeVKEbiRtwRWsSqrpLocciuKgEdgmfrS1Zmr%2BCKwo0CNmMZ%2Bpba8iE%2Bp%2B0YN%2BFvDdWC4w3H%2FMfR49bO4DCABPQeUnONduXK3LdNJw0REZnIY3dJ9pjdq9pPnkzdxLLVUZb7qcKc1LxCnkbLnRGM72PnLTJqONUrgk5flLj2uHWZ%2FAzQWoVW1G22qtxCSD%2BpK93p5cTqM4EXGtEjkKNjvfwOF5IKl00a81Src0FYO8wHxRm6vZGTccHkJCpjl6EwjhOTtwttsrXZsBAxNao0y0HsWi67RDanqoRErO0b2T7HQTQ0t%2BuqzetWsWgggbjxogDatfNoU%2BDLqy1c24w%2BxNaae1ew9VclMXIFeSW4biCDBGcfWBJH3KlF7UdsEgTqCi4GDW%2F5V8RvCScLGqk3R%2FVVw1CgKdswBaVzGkdUHLZj3rgoLdpxWuEynT4S4iXrPcbmZl5Qd7yah1Iel29mwTPXYZYoBQY9qSbaf4yAiNX3CJMRL8G6Y2wxbEmR1oM5W0o0gm43TSYcdAM85NFfEE0P944Q%2BzoHT4XunSvsksYoN0MlL3PgcoPx2Dega0XvgXrPvy5wtLMl9xjekUgeGIjDYX8xGiHH724JHm%2Fs8YNTrbXmTV90roRrunkQmqK8rcuTSXA4fg4V%2F%2BkokMa
https://myfiles.classlink.com/officeonline/U2FsdGVkX19Z67jRnJmhoc9D%2BTgebNXg875pZb9sY3Eef2cbsbIjDRAFANFLnS41%2BlTI3R%2BXjKzCwRPpagbNRYpVcI%2FHbpYB5oDpRvFxtJiKCUuknAfnxrFDGmnPoovOHEvwbwSz7E8jjOYAyCgsioeN9KYYSFA%2FfxJOXg0VZgl%2FDAuU%2FxIZTMwLQVhqO37oBnYQikYyZrAG1%2F%2B3IP5bIVyICHM9wLMy8pXbr%2Fd2cFgAGQ5D1q4Jhgz3XiMjipeE%2B0E7SCTLbKoNXrPbNiWmygQBE5FoRrjxbcCObd2ttWQmn8g94uf5HY53hHRNukS8D6lgJl2hnzC%2F47EujveGY9kFsMOiZsitdsvKZiBLPVZhX9JqzvM8MguogIvojS4VoM4Z65Fat2b3bLg73ynHjMSfecH%2FyLBxJXZnh%2BgbFJvzsDaP%2FOuSSRHSshD1pxeOYYAd%2FIjMgdWGH2G9b2TaEUUU7WgQ2tSU1cXpuOZBBcCDlGPMO4MzpGhHkUGW26MXHReLh01J%2Frjq6DDCpt0BtmGDyWxATj7rB6colvp96kzxmwBM%2FZPSDl%2BQujJKNXODm4dx6QYxP41Z9xBVLR9FI7AXAa4%2FgrG9Q9MyXlJN8hkDL8ZxTIU4rfMJtIAwJc6k6r4%2BcwQo0VW566GM5RtXhXRVaPSLLPjaVLfEB1K9a7IZlfP%2FvFC8atpKhYjtO85j


• Discuss with students the question “What is a 
physical property?”  

• They will then view a power point reviewing 
common physical properties.  

• Pass out bags of objects 
o Sort objects by physical properties or 

test them using the Physical Properties 
Chart 

 
 
  

o Plastic bead 
o Marble 
o Craft pom pom 

• Triple beam balance (3 
stations) 

• Water beaker  
o Oil (opt) 
o Salt 
o Pepper 
o Plain water 

• Magnets 

• Simple circuit 

• Chart for student groups, 
if appl. 

 
Resources 

• Physical Properties Ppt 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary 

• All Physical Properties 

Day 6 – 
Th 8/22 

Topic: Magnetism 
 
Objective: Students will EXPLORE the physical 
properties of magnetism 
 
Engage 

• Steve Spangler Video (shorten & stop before the 
dollar bill)   https://youtu.be/ZIG3fCuV11g 

 
Explain 
Students will be asked to create a chart in journal and 
find out which object in our “grab bags” and “density 
blocks” are magnetic. Then students will be asked “What 
makes an object magnetic?” and “How do you know that 
the object is magnetic?” 

• NICS 
o N-Nickel 
o I-Iron 
o C-Cobalt 
o S-Steel 

 
Evaluate 

• Use magnetic formative assessment 
  

Materials 

• Grab bag of 
magnetic/nonmagnetic 
items (from yesterday) 

• Density blocks 

• Magnetic Formative 
Assessment (copies) 

 
Resources 

• Steve Spangler Video 
https://youtu.be/ZIG3fCuV11g 

 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary 

• Magnetism 

Day 7  
F 8/23 

Topic:  Mass & Density 
 
Objective: Students will EXPLORE how to measure 
mass, using a triple beam balance and pan balance. 
Students will OBSERVE & EXPLORE density using 
density cubes.  
 
Engage 
Diet Coke & Coke in density tank 

• Have students hold cans in their hands first and 
make predictions as to them floating or sinking 

Materials 

• Various objects including 
density blocks 

• Various soda cans (Diet Coke 
& Reg. Coke) 

• Density tank or bowl of water 

• Mass/Density Chart for data 
collection (still need to create 
this) 

• Lots of triple beam balances 

• Pan Balances 

https://youtu.be/ZIG3fCuV11g


• Then put cans of soda in density tank 

• Have students discuss (Pair/Share) the outcome & 
it’s reason 

 
Explain/Explore 
Mass & Density Lab 

• Set up stations with triple beam balances, pan 
balances & density water tanks (bowls) 

• Have charts for each student 

• Discuss and demonstrate the measuring of 
mass, using the triple beam balance & pan 
balance. 

• Then have student’s measure mass of density 
cubes and/or other objects. 

• Next, we want to have students predict the 
density of measured objects using the terms 
“Less Dense/Floats” & “More dense/Sinks” in 
their predictions. 

• Then have the students test their predictions, 
and collect their findings in chart provided, using 
correct terms. 

• Last, have students journal about this activity.. 
o Reflection that describes what they 

learned, what questions they might still 
have, WOW factors, and picture/sketch 
in color of the activity. 

 
Resources 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary 

• Mass 

• Matter 

• Density 

• Triple Beam Balance 

• Pan Balance 

• Float 

• Sink 

Day 8 Topic: Temperature & Volume 
 
Objective: : Students will look at how to measure  
temperature, and volume 
 
Engage 

• Study Jams- Temperature 

• Study Jams-Volume 
 
Explore 
Volume Lab: 

• Have students create chart in journal to enter 
data collected 

• Station 1- Grad Cylinder with bunch of paper 
clips 

• Station 2-Grad cylinder with premeasured salt 

• Station 3-Grad cylinder with premeasured liquid 

• Station 4-Grad cylinder with premeasured oil 

• Last, have student reflect in journal 
 
Evaluate 

• Chart, data and reflection in journal 

Materials 

• WS-Blank Density 
Columns 

 
Resources 

• Study Jams 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary 

• Density 

• Graduated Cylinder 

• Mass 

• Temperature 

• Volume 

Day 9 –
Explore/Explain 

Topic: States of Matter 
 
Objective: Students will look at the different states of 
matter. 
 
Engage 
First we will rotate a BB model that will represent the 
molecules inside a solid, liquid, and a gas. 
 

Materials: 

• BB models (Danny ordering) 

• Hole punches  

• Computer paper 

• WS-Venn Diagram States of 
Matter 

• WS-States of Matter for 
Journal Diagram 



Explain/Explore 
In journal… 

• Create a Venn Diagram for Solid, Liquid & Gas 
or use worksheet 

• Create models in journal by sketching a solid, 
liquid & gas (WS alternative) 

 
Evaluate/Reinforce 
Students will then stand up and act as the molecules.  

Resources 
 
Notes 
 
Vocabulary 

• Solid 

• Liquid 

• Gas 

• Thermal Energy 

• “States” of matter 

Day 10 - 
Explore/Explain 

Topic: Electrical Conductors/Insulators- 
Students will look at electrical conductors and insulators 
as a physical property. We will set up a simple series 
circuit. Using the objects in the grab bag, we will connect 
to see if the object is a conductor or an insulator.  

• Series Circuits 

• Grab bags 

Day 11 –
Explore/Elaborate 

Topic: Thermal Conductors/Insulators-  

Students will now look at thermal conductors and 

insulators. We will complete the labs: Spoon Dilemma 

and Heat Wrappers. Directions are below: 

1.  Distribute one thermometer, jar with a lid, pair of 

scissors, a roll of tape, and type of thermal insulating 

material to each group. Explain to the groups that they 

each received a different material because they will be 

comparing their findings with each other in order to 

determine which material was the best at insulating 

thermal energy. Use a jar with no insulating material as a 

control. Direct each group to trim and tape the insulating 

material, as needed, in order to wrap their jar. Record 

their material on the handout.  After each group has 

wrapped the jar, the teacher will pour hot water into each 

of the jars. Instruct students to place a thermometer into 

the jar and record the initial temperature in °Celsius in 

the appropriate table on the handout. Remind students of 

safety guidelines. Tell them to use the hot mitts to screw 

on the lid tightly and move the jars aside, so that the jars 

will be undisturbed for the next 30 minutes. Display or 

project the Handout Heat Wrappers, and invite one 

member of each group to share/write their temperature 

data. Instruct students to complete the “Initial 

Temperature” column on their handouts. Continue with 

the activity Spoon Dilemma. Distribute one bowl, plastic 

spoon, wooden spoon or craft stick, and metal spoon to 

each group. (Groups should already have a thermometer 

at their table.) Instruct students to feel each spoon 

(plastic, wood, and metal) and rank them from the 

coolest to the hottest, according to how they feel and 

record in Handout: Spoon Dilemma/Heat Wrappers. 

This is the first ranking of the spoons. Pour hot water into 

the bowl for each group. Instruct students to set the 

timing device for three minutes and then put all three 

spoons and the thermometer into the water. While the 

students wait for the three minutes to pass, instruct them 

to take the temperature reading of the water in °Celsius 

and record it on their handouts. After the three minutes 

• Wooden spoons 

• Metal spoons 

• Plastic spoons 

• Hot water 

• Pans 

• Styrofoam 

• Cloth 

• Newspaper 

• Thermometers 

• Jars 

• Scissors 

• Tape 

• Construction paper 

• Bubble wrap 



have passed, instruct students to touch each spoon 

handle and rank the spoons according to how they feel 

from coolest to hottest on the Handout: Spoon 

Dilemma/Heat Wrappers. This is the second ranking of 

the spoons. Elaborate on the words conductor and 

insulator, and explain that thermal conductors allow the 

heat to flow much faster and easier than thermal 

insulators. Return to the activity Spoon Dilemma/Heat 

Wrappers. Instruct students to unwrap the jars and 

measure the temperature of the water again, recording 

the results on the handout. Once again, project the 

Handout Heat Wrappers, and invite one member of each 

group to share/write their temperature data. Instruct 

students to complete the “Final Temperature” column on 

their handouts.  

 

Day 13 - 
Explore/Explain 

Topic: Solubility- 
Students will begin the day with a review of the physical 
properties covered so far. Students will be asked the 
importance of a physical property. We will then explore 
solubility. We will complete a rotation lab over solubility 
including liquids and solids that are both soluble and 
insoluble. Results of rotation lab will be recorded in 
journals.  

• Station Cards 

• Goggles 

• Balances 

• Salt 

• Spoons 

• Sugar  

• Timing device 

• Water Beakers 

• Vegetable Oil 

• Graduated Cylinder 

• Food coloring 

• Sand 

Day 14-Extend Topic: Physical Properties- 

Each group will investigate 3–5 items of their choosing, 

from around the classroom.  The properties of each 

object are to be identified and recorded by the group 

members. Remind them that a property is any 

characteristic, which can be used to describe or identify 

an object. Hand lenses are useful for close visual 

identification. It is necessary to provide guidance on the 

type of tests allowed. Safety Note: No taste-testing 

should be allowed. Record findings on Handout: 

Properties of Matter Semantic Map.  

 

• Objects and equipment for 
semantic map 

Day 16-17- 
Evaluate 

Reviews transfer of knowledge.  Students will be given a 

unit test over physical properties.  

• Test 
 

Day 18- Engage Topics: Mixtures:  
Students will answer the questions: “What is a mixture?” 
and then “Name some mixtures that are common to you.”  
Students will then be asked to make two mixtures out of 
objects in the room. They will then write the mixtures, 
describe the mixtures, and explain why they are mixtures 
in their journals.  

• Objects in classroom 

• Fusion 126-127,130-131 



Day 19- Explore 
and Explain 

Topics: Mixtures:  
Students will look at several different mixtures and record 
the physical properties of each mixture in their journals. 
Then students will complete the lab: Dividing Mixtures 
Directions are below: 

Distribute Handout: Separating Mixtures to each student. 

Students will be using several different methods to 

separate mixtures including: physical separation, density, 

magnetism, filtration, and evaporation. Divide the class 

into groups of 3–4 students. Remind students of any 

pertinent safety rules. In addition, when they have 

finished the investigation at a station, they are expected 

to restore the station so it is ready for the next group. 

Students should complete the handout for one station 

before moving to the next one. Determine how students 

will rotate through the stations.  Instruct students to 

begin. After students have separated each of the six 

mixtures and recorded their findings on the Handout 

Separating Mixtures. 

 

Materials: 

• bowls (6 per group)  

• trail mix (1/2 cup, see 

Advance Preparation, per 

group)  

• iron filings (1 tablespoon, 

see Advance 

Preparation, per group)  

• resealable plastic bags 

(snack- size, see 

Advance Preparation, 2 

per group)  

• sand (1 cup, see 

Advance Preparation, per 

group)  

• water (1 cup, see 

Advance Preparation, per 

group)  

• rocks or pebbles (1/4 

cup, see Advance 

Preparation, per group)  

• cork (about 1/8 cup, see 

Advance Preparation, per 

group)  

• wood chips (1/4 cup, see 

Advance Preparation, per 

group) – Optional  

• salt (1/4 cup, see 

Advance Preparation, per 

group)  

• pepper (coarsely ground, 

1 teaspoon, see Advance 

Preparation, per group)  

• Handout: Separating 

Mixtures 

Science Notebooks: 

Instruct students to list the 

properties of each of the mixtures 

in their science notebooks. 

Creating a chart is one way 

students could organize the 

information. 

Day 20 – Explore 
and Explain 

Topics: Solutions:  

Divide the class into working groups and distribute the 

Handout: Exploring Solutions Data Sheet to each 

student. Instruct students to follow directions at the top of 

their handout. Distribute the materials for the 

investigation. Monitor students as they progress through 

the activity. Ensure that all students have the opportunity 

to create at least one of the solutions. Determine if 

Materials: 

• cups (clear, plastic, 6–8 

ounce, 5 per group)  

• spoons (plastic, 5 per group)  

• water (per class)  

• salt (2 g, per group)  



washing and recycling the plastic cups is appropriate for 

your classroom. Discuss the concept of “conservation of 

resources”. Conservation may include reusing and 

recycling as opposed to throwing away. Students also 

need to be aware that washing the cups uses resources 

(water, soap) and energy (electricity to heat the water). In 

addition, you will want a container in which each of the 

different solutions can be disposed.  

 

• sugar (1 g, per group)  

• pancake syrup (5 mL, per 

group)  

• lemon juice (5 mL, per group)  

• vinegar (100 mL, per group)  

• balance (1 per group)  

• graduated cylinder (50mL or 

100 mL, 1 per group)  

 

Day 21-Explore 
and Engage 

Students will be given a list of various mixtures and 

solutions from the teacher.  Students will then be asked 

to find out for themselves if it is a mixture or solution 

using Ipads or chrome books.  While researching, 

students should justify why each combination is a mixture 

or solution.   

• List of mixtures and solutions 
found on Pshare 

• Ipads or Chrome Books 

 

Day 22-Elaborate Students will be asked to apply skills from the last four 

days into a guided laboratory investigation.  Students will 

move through investigation (found in Pshare) in groups to 

implement skills over mixtures and solutions. 

• Inquiry-based packet found 
on Pshare 

 

Day 23 -Evaluate Students will be tested on Mixtures and Solutions using 
application and comprehensive skills. 

 

 

Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 


